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"A BALLBUSTER WITH A VIEW"

HARES : FUNGUS, SCUD, GAY COWBOY & SLOW CUNT

Well the combined ages for the hares was 266 was probably higher than the sum of their IQ's based on 
the grumbling comments coming from the Tinmen at the end of the run. Starting off, as the bus 
departed from the run start behind the #6 Restaurant on the hill in Patong hare Slow Cunt took over the 
driving of the beer truck and started down the steep hill, while Fungus and Scud drove away in JC's 
4x4 with the bus and a few walkers in tow. Slow Cunt reminded Fungus that he hadn't driven anything 
with 4 wheels in about 20 years, and didn't have a license, but being the trooper he is started off down 
the steep grade, unable to imagine the adventure he was headed into. Fungus got 30 meters then had to 
turn around and go back to look for JC's dog, which Scud pointed out as missing from the truck. It 
turned out that JC took the bitch with him, and a forecast for some of the SNAFUs coming.

The truck-bus-truck convoy made their way up a side road near the Kathu waterfall to a suitable 
turnaround area for a staging point for getting water up the hill to the first leg water stop which is also 
where the walkers would start on leg 2, the walker's leg . Sufficient water and Gatorade were 
transferred to the 4x4 along with 3 Tinmen and started the long steep grind up to the top. Fungus' 
concern for Gay Cowboy and Slow Cunt to be able to lead the bus from the staging point to the laager 
point a click away without Scud directing were proven correct when the bus apparently followed SC 
and GC up a wrong road until they came to a ravine crossing the road along with electric wires strung 
too low for the bus to pass. And there was absolutely no place to turn around. Eventually they reversed 
about half a click but by then the front runners had long past the laager site. The snapshot is a lost beer 
truck leading a lost bus on some wrong road with increasing numbers of exhausted Tinmen also 
becoming lost.

Meantime Fungus and Scud were parked on the ridge line overlooking Patong and Kathu, ticking of the
count of Tinmen as they ran or walked past, but everyone coming in decided to continue on after some 
hydrating. What they didn't see was what they looked like. This was a serious climb and the water was 
pouring off their heads, faces, elbows and knees. Most should have dropped out, no one did.

The peace was broken when Fungus got a bad connection call from Slow Cunt saying he was 
hopelessly lost with the bus stuck behind him, a drop off in front and electric wires the bus couldn't get 
past. Yup, lost and lost on the wrong road. They could only work at backing down the steep grade for 
half a kilometer. Then, almost immediately Fungus got a report from people coming in to the water 
stop that Ejaculator had collapsed well before reaching the top of the climb, and that he was down, as 
in not moving. Fortunately Fungus was able to reach Ejaculator by phone and he confirmed he had a 
serious problem, but that he was laying down, dizzy and over heated, and that Blind Mullet & Bobby 
Sucks were with him. Fungus agreed to use JC's 4x4 to get as close to Ejaculator as possible and carry 
Ejaculator out if necessary. On the way, driving up a particularly nasty piece of hill, the truck slipped 
off the narrow concrete driving strips and stopped precariously close to the bank with no return. Fungus
was able to use 4L to crawl away from a drop off and up the final distance to the top where the ridge 
has an outstanding view looking over Patong and Kathu. It still took a jog down through some jungle 
before reaching Ejaculator, who was able to walk and rest all the way to the truck, although I don't 
think he fully appreciated the view.



After creeping down the mountain Fungus reached the bus about midway along a long, narrow, rocky 
primitive road climbing up the side of a ravine. The bus was parked about 600 meters lower than the 
intended laager area, which is where the beer truck was, except all the Tinmen had by then run past it, 
and the water, and the beer!!. Tinmen swarmed JC's truck trying to get at Fungus to solve getting them 
some beer. BEER NOW! Fungus called SC further up the grade and asked him to bring the beer down 
but SC said he couldn't because he'd received a report that Big Bollox had blown out his knees and 
needed help. Fungus got the bus pulled over to the road edge so JC could ease past to go get Big Bollox
while SC brought down the beer.

Well the circle was short because of darkness and mainly consisted of the hares drinking down downs 
until well after dark. Even GM's interruption to give Mr Fister his 10-run shirt didn't even slow down 
the calling from the dark of “Hares In The Circle”.

33 Tinmen packed into the bus and both trucks to head for the on-on being held at Little Expat where 
BBQ Hut Smokehouse had a grand feed laid out and Bumscraper had plenty of iced beer for drinking. 
Following a sumptuous feed GM got the circle going, which continued to have a lot of Hares In for 
DDs. Top Off, Clit Zipper, Froggy's restaurants had donated raffle coupons and GM had a Free Run 
voucher which Murkury sold tickets for collecting 3,000 baht. Well done ex-GM!

Plenty of food was left over so properly bagged and boxed for anyone wanting some TexMex at home. 
The circle closed at 9:20 and those headed for Patong or Kamala packed off in the bus while those 
remaining for more beer sang FOYCs. Slow Cunt and Gay Cowboy were dropped off as the bus passed
their intersection in Patong; they were totally obliterated.

We were particularly graced this month with the visits of some returners we don't often see that 
included Bobby Suks, Blind Mullet, Barbie Doll and Big Bollox. GM asked that anyone knowing 
Tinmen ex-GM Cardinal Finger speak in memory of his passing away just two days earlier. Blind 
Mullet stepped forward to read the Cambridge News Obit (posted below) by the light of GM's 
flashlight.

Tinmen with pictures from the run and circles are asked to send to GM for posting on the website.

Fungus, the logistically challenged GM

-----



 

Cambridge United ex-chairman Reg Smart dies of heart attack in Thailand

Written by CHRIS ELLIOTT

Reg Smart, the man who gave 50 years of his life to Cambridge United and steered the club through 
some of its finest moments as its chairman, has died in his late 70s. Mr Smart, 78, died of a heart at 
attack in Thailand, where he made his home after quitting as head of the U’s board in 2002.  His death 
was greeted with shock by club officials and family members in Cambridge. Current United chairman 
Dave Doggett said: “We are still absorbing the news. He was a massive figure for the club”.His 
nephew, Justin Spring, said: “He loved the club – his blood was black and amber.” 

Mr Smart, who ran a building firm, served as a director at the Abbey for 30 years, in two spells, taking 
over as chairman from David Ruston in 1990.  He told shareholders when he stood down that it had 
taken “a lot of heart-searching to do so”.   He said: “Being chairman of a league football club 
sometimes can seem like a 24-hours-a-day job, and I want to spend more time with my family.  
Cambridge United have been a big part of my life for more than 50 years and now I’ll be able to 
support them without the pressures.”

Mr Smart almost led the club to unparalleled success immediately after taking over as chairman. He 
persuaded the board to adopt a more adventurous approach during John Beck’s phenomenal three-year 
spell as manager from 1991 to 1993.  As well as reaching the quarter-finals of the FA Cup as a Fourth 
and Third Division club, United were just a few points away from becoming the only club to win 
consecutive promotions from the bottom to the top division.  On at least three occasions, Mr Smart is 
understood to have averted major financial crises at the Newmarket Road ground by making substantial
personal loans.

It is understood the former chairman had undergone kidney surgery after a tumour had developed. One 
of his kidneys was removed, but the other struggled to function, and he died of a heart attack.  Mr 
Smart’s son Dean was reported to be living with him in Thailand.  His son-in-law Victor Carter said: 
“He lived and breathed Cambridge United and will be greatly missed.”  Club officials are considering 
paying tribute to him with a minute’s silence at this Saturday’s home game against Southport, possibly 
asking fans to observe a minute’s silence at the Abbey.


